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feature [3] and Histogram of Gradient Orientation (HOG) as
appearance features, while we extract the Histogram of Optical
Flow (HOF) as motion features, to form the descriptor for
an interest point based on bag-of-features method of video
representation. While HOG and HOF have been used as
action descriptors as described in [1], to the best of authors
knowledge, Haralick texture feature has not been previously
considered as action descriptor.

This paper is organized as follow: Section II addresses
the related work on the features used in action recognition,
followed by our proposed feature descriptor in Section III.
The result and discussion is addressed in Section IV, and
conclusion in Section V.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

In the work of action recognition from video data, shape-
based action representation [4]–[7] has been the favorite
among early work. This technique assumes that the actors’
silhouette can be captured at any time. A binary image
representing human body shape in each image frame is called
a silhouette. Sequence of silhouettes constitutes a silhouette
tunnel, that is, a spatial - temporal binary mask of the moving
object changing its shape over time. The silhouette represen-
tation is invariant to color, texture and intensity changes of
the target object. The drawback of this representation is that
motion within the object itself is not captured and also the
quality of the silhouettes have an effect on the final action
recognition. This representation fails when detecting self-
occlusion and also requires background subtraction in order
to isolate action performing foreground object but good for
well-controlled environment, whereby, a single actor can be
assumed to be closed to view of camera and with minimal
distraction.

Also, motion feature [8]–[10] provides the most discrimina-
tive characteristics and dynamic attributes of actions. Recent
evidence suggests that motion based representation in general
does not depend on background subtraction and this make it
attractive to practical works than the shape based features [9].
Another closely related concept to motion is the trajectory
which is the history of human motion in space over time. The
trajectory is computed from association of consecutive frame.
Based on the assumption that motion is the most informative
cues for action recognition, Wang et al. [9], [10] employed
dense trajectory and motion boundary descriptors for action
video representation. Dense points are sampled from each
frame and then tracked based on displacement information
from a dense optical flow field.

Furthermore, a large and growing body of literature [1], [2],
[11]–[13] has investigated the suitability of spatio temporal
interest point (STIP) first proposed by Laptev [14] as a
representation for space-time events. This space-time feature
representation extracts the shape and motion of objects from
the videos. A number of studies [1], [13] have found that
STIP-based representations generally are more tolerance to
noise, illumination, cluttered background and inherently robust
to occlusion. Also this approach can avoid the temporal

alignment problem, invariant to geometric transformation and
escape from the problem of object segmentation.

Laptev et al. [14] used an extension of the Harris corner
detector [15] to locate local salient pixels with significant
local variations in both spatial and temporal dimensions.
Gaussian and Gabor filters have also been adopted to improve
STIP in detecting interest points with spatial-temporal volume
[2], [12]. These interest points exhibit local maxima of an
image region. Overall, interest point representation provides
an advantage of no reliance on explicit body part labeling nor
person detection and localization. Furthermore, interest point
detectors has the advantages of providing robustness to non-
homogeneity of a texture and help reduce the computational
cost by selecting fewer but more characteristic points [16].

Texture is one of the primary properties for identifying
objects or regions of interest in image classification. Texture
refers to surface characteristics and appearance of an object
in which it provides important visual cues about surface
properties and scenic depth for the object of interest in images.
Texture features have been used in video representation for
event detection [17], [18] and keyframe detection [19], but
seldom applied in action classification for video data. One
notable research work on the usage of texture feature for
action recognition was by Yeffet and Wolf [20]. The authors
proposed the local trinary pattern (LTP) which is an extension
of the textural-based local binary pattern (LBP) to the video
domain for action recognition. Even though the LTP produce
an impressive result for some video dataset that were collected
in the controlled environment. The result was not encouraging
when applied on the realistic video dataset such as Hollywood-
2.

Therefore, in our work, we extended the concept of STIP’s
descriptor by adding Haralick texture feature to the HOG to
form the appearance features while employing optical flow
feature as motion features for video representation to boost
up the classification accuracy.

III. METHODOLOGY

The bag-of-feature based method is one of the more practi-
cal ways of representing actions in video. The motivating idea
is based on the assumption that, two instances of the same
actions may be different significantly in terms of their overall
appearance and motion but they will tend to have very similar
intrinsic properties. Figure 2 is the pipeline which consist
of the four processes; video input, interest point detector,
descriptor extraction and classification. More details on each
process will be explained in the following subsections.

A. Pre-processing of video data

The video inputs may have different video properties. To
ensure uniformity and consistencies across all the inputs, the
resolution is adjusted to 720 × 576 and frame rate is set to
30 fps. Furthermore, a realistic video usually contains many
different actions of visual characteristics, therefore needs to
be segmented into a homogeneous action clip. Segmenting
the video into a homogeneous action facilitates the training
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to vandalism and thefts, provided with the need to
open some laboratories in school for 24 hours a day including
weekends, surveillance cameras are commonly installed to
monitor movements of people in and out of classrooms and
laboratories. There has been a strong interest in automatic
analysis of these data for behavioral analysis. However, an
important first step is the ability to recognize different human
actions found in these video data.

The aim of human action recognition in a video is to provide
a semantic interpretation on the observed video clip as how
a third person human do. It appeals to many applications i.e.
video surveillance, robotics, ambient surveillance, video re-
trieval and indexing, human computer interaction, and among
others. For example, Figure 1 shows some human behaviors,
such as smoking and eating which are prohibited from the
school premises. Also, there is a warning signboard indicating
that the laboratory users are monitored through surveillance
camera. Can the behavioral analysis on these video data be
used to apprehend the violators of those stated rules?

Human action recognition, as one of the active topics in
computer vision, has been extensively researched during the
last decades. However, it is still regarded as a challenging
task especially in realistic videos. The challenges in action
recognition from video data mainly lied on large intra-class

Fig. 1. Notices indicating users are monitored by surveillance camera and
prohibiting some behaviors (actions)such as smoking and eating at the school
computer laboratory. Warning and punishments of those offense are put on
the door of the laboratory too.

variation, background clutter, occlusions, illumination changes
and noise. More so, action needs to be described in terms of
spatial and temporal attributes. Therefore, this work aims to
address some of the challenges by proposing a robust local
feature representation for action in video.

Central to the entire discipline of action recognition is the
concept of feature representation. Gradient, flow information
or combination of these two attributes have been popularly
used [1], [2] for describing the shape and motion attributes
of the video. One major limitation of these studies that have
utilized shape and motion attributes to describe an interest
point is their failure to capture the relationship among the
local pixels. More so, far too little attention has been paid
to the use of texture feature as local descriptor, even though
there are many benefits that can be derived from it. Texture
feature can be used to capture the inter-relationship among
the local pixels. Feature representation would have been more
robust if texture attribute is combined with the shape and
motion information to describe and action in video. Therefore,
one question that needs to be asked, however, is whether the
addition of texture to the existing shape and motion as local
descriptor of an interest point will improves the performance
of an action recognition in video?

In this paper, we present the work on human action classifi-
cation in video data by proposing the fusion of Haralick texture978-1-5090-2549-7/16/$31.00 c©2016 IEEE
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feature [3] and Histogram of Gradient Orientation (HOG) as
appearance features, while we extract the Histogram of Optical
Flow (HOF) as motion features, to form the descriptor for
an interest point based on bag-of-features method of video
representation. While HOG and HOF have been used as
action descriptors as described in [1], to the best of authors
knowledge, Haralick texture feature has not been previously
considered as action descriptor.

This paper is organized as follow: Section II addresses
the related work on the features used in action recognition,
followed by our proposed feature descriptor in Section III.
The result and discussion is addressed in Section IV, and
conclusion in Section V.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

In the work of action recognition from video data, shape-
based action representation [4]–[7] has been the favorite
among early work. This technique assumes that the actors’
silhouette can be captured at any time. A binary image
representing human body shape in each image frame is called
a silhouette. Sequence of silhouettes constitutes a silhouette
tunnel, that is, a spatial - temporal binary mask of the moving
object changing its shape over time. The silhouette represen-
tation is invariant to color, texture and intensity changes of
the target object. The drawback of this representation is that
motion within the object itself is not captured and also the
quality of the silhouettes have an effect on the final action
recognition. This representation fails when detecting self-
occlusion and also requires background subtraction in order
to isolate action performing foreground object but good for
well-controlled environment, whereby, a single actor can be
assumed to be closed to view of camera and with minimal
distraction.

Also, motion feature [8]–[10] provides the most discrimina-
tive characteristics and dynamic attributes of actions. Recent
evidence suggests that motion based representation in general
does not depend on background subtraction and this make it
attractive to practical works than the shape based features [9].
Another closely related concept to motion is the trajectory
which is the history of human motion in space over time. The
trajectory is computed from association of consecutive frame.
Based on the assumption that motion is the most informative
cues for action recognition, Wang et al. [9], [10] employed
dense trajectory and motion boundary descriptors for action
video representation. Dense points are sampled from each
frame and then tracked based on displacement information
from a dense optical flow field.

Furthermore, a large and growing body of literature [1], [2],
[11]–[13] has investigated the suitability of spatio temporal
interest point (STIP) first proposed by Laptev [14] as a
representation for space-time events. This space-time feature
representation extracts the shape and motion of objects from
the videos. A number of studies [1], [13] have found that
STIP-based representations generally are more tolerance to
noise, illumination, cluttered background and inherently robust
to occlusion. Also this approach can avoid the temporal

alignment problem, invariant to geometric transformation and
escape from the problem of object segmentation.

Laptev et al. [14] used an extension of the Harris corner
detector [15] to locate local salient pixels with significant
local variations in both spatial and temporal dimensions.
Gaussian and Gabor filters have also been adopted to improve
STIP in detecting interest points with spatial-temporal volume
[2], [12]. These interest points exhibit local maxima of an
image region. Overall, interest point representation provides
an advantage of no reliance on explicit body part labeling nor
person detection and localization. Furthermore, interest point
detectors has the advantages of providing robustness to non-
homogeneity of a texture and help reduce the computational
cost by selecting fewer but more characteristic points [16].

Texture is one of the primary properties for identifying
objects or regions of interest in image classification. Texture
refers to surface characteristics and appearance of an object
in which it provides important visual cues about surface
properties and scenic depth for the object of interest in images.
Texture features have been used in video representation for
event detection [17], [18] and keyframe detection [19], but
seldom applied in action classification for video data. One
notable research work on the usage of texture feature for
action recognition was by Yeffet and Wolf [20]. The authors
proposed the local trinary pattern (LTP) which is an extension
of the textural-based local binary pattern (LBP) to the video
domain for action recognition. Even though the LTP produce
an impressive result for some video dataset that were collected
in the controlled environment. The result was not encouraging
when applied on the realistic video dataset such as Hollywood-
2.

Therefore, in our work, we extended the concept of STIP’s
descriptor by adding Haralick texture feature to the HOG to
form the appearance features while employing optical flow
feature as motion features for video representation to boost
up the classification accuracy.

III. METHODOLOGY

The bag-of-feature based method is one of the more practi-
cal ways of representing actions in video. The motivating idea
is based on the assumption that, two instances of the same
actions may be different significantly in terms of their overall
appearance and motion but they will tend to have very similar
intrinsic properties. Figure 2 is the pipeline which consist
of the four processes; video input, interest point detector,
descriptor extraction and classification. More details on each
process will be explained in the following subsections.

A. Pre-processing of video data

The video inputs may have different video properties. To
ensure uniformity and consistencies across all the inputs, the
resolution is adjusted to 720 × 576 and frame rate is set to
30 fps. Furthermore, a realistic video usually contains many
different actions of visual characteristics, therefore needs to
be segmented into a homogeneous action clip. Segmenting
the video into a homogeneous action facilitates the training
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to vandalism and thefts, provided with the need to
open some laboratories in school for 24 hours a day including
weekends, surveillance cameras are commonly installed to
monitor movements of people in and out of classrooms and
laboratories. There has been a strong interest in automatic
analysis of these data for behavioral analysis. However, an
important first step is the ability to recognize different human
actions found in these video data.

The aim of human action recognition in a video is to provide
a semantic interpretation on the observed video clip as how
a third person human do. It appeals to many applications i.e.
video surveillance, robotics, ambient surveillance, video re-
trieval and indexing, human computer interaction, and among
others. For example, Figure 1 shows some human behaviors,
such as smoking and eating which are prohibited from the
school premises. Also, there is a warning signboard indicating
that the laboratory users are monitored through surveillance
camera. Can the behavioral analysis on these video data be
used to apprehend the violators of those stated rules?

Human action recognition, as one of the active topics in
computer vision, has been extensively researched during the
last decades. However, it is still regarded as a challenging
task especially in realistic videos. The challenges in action
recognition from video data mainly lied on large intra-class

Fig. 1. Notices indicating users are monitored by surveillance camera and
prohibiting some behaviors (actions)such as smoking and eating at the school
computer laboratory. Warning and punishments of those offense are put on
the door of the laboratory too.

variation, background clutter, occlusions, illumination changes
and noise. More so, action needs to be described in terms of
spatial and temporal attributes. Therefore, this work aims to
address some of the challenges by proposing a robust local
feature representation for action in video.

Central to the entire discipline of action recognition is the
concept of feature representation. Gradient, flow information
or combination of these two attributes have been popularly
used [1], [2] for describing the shape and motion attributes
of the video. One major limitation of these studies that have
utilized shape and motion attributes to describe an interest
point is their failure to capture the relationship among the
local pixels. More so, far too little attention has been paid
to the use of texture feature as local descriptor, even though
there are many benefits that can be derived from it. Texture
feature can be used to capture the inter-relationship among
the local pixels. Feature representation would have been more
robust if texture attribute is combined with the shape and
motion information to describe and action in video. Therefore,
one question that needs to be asked, however, is whether the
addition of texture to the existing shape and motion as local
descriptor of an interest point will improves the performance
of an action recognition in video?

In this paper, we present the work on human action classifi-
cation in video data by proposing the fusion of Haralick texture978-1-5090-2549-7/16/$31.00 c©2016 IEEE
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Fig. 2. The proposed computational framework for human action recognition

and hence the classification of these action classes. The
segmentation task was done using ffmpeg [21]. Each video
clip is having a few seconds (ranging from 2-5 seconds) of
playtime. Some sample frames from the dataset reflecting the
human action classes are as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. A few example of representative frames from clips in each action
class of human actions: Walking, Drinking, Sitting, Smoking and Eating.

B. Interest Point Detector

Actions usually contain both spatial and motion information,
therefore extracting features from them has never been a trivial
task. To detect the space-time characteristics from the video
dataset, our work makes use of the STIP [14] detector to
extract a set of interest points from the video data. Interest
points are located in a region that show a high variation of
image intensity in spatial and time dimension. We used Har-
ris3D corner detector as interest point detector. The Harris3D
Corner detector captured the most prominent salient points
of the video and it has low computationally complexity [14].

Figure 4 shows sample frames overlay with extracted STIP
features.

Fig. 4. Sample frames of some actions overlay with extracted spatial-temporal
features as interest points, indicating that the interest points are concentrated
at the regions which can distinguish the actions.

C. Descriptors Extraction

Once interest point has been detected, a description of each
captured interest points was obtained from a local volume of
dimension 3×3×2 centered at that point. First, the local shape
and texture were captured by extracting the spatial features
from the 3 × 3 region, and secondly the motion descriptors
from the motion field of the volume is captured by extracting
the local optical flow of two consecutive frames of the same
region. A descriptor constitutes a set of measurable properties
describing appearance (shape and texture) and motion proper-
ties.

1) Spatial Descriptor: While extracting the spatial descrip-
tor, a 4-bins Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) was ap-
plied to get the shape appearance. The obtained patch descrip-
tors were normalized into 72 dimensional HOG descriptor.
Equations (1) to (4)) were employed to calculate the gradient
of each patch followed by the computation of gradients’
orientation and magnitude. Figure 5 shows the illustration
of how the spatial (HOG) descriptors were computed and
extracted from the local region describing a particular interest
point.

Gx(x, y) = I(x+ 1, y)− I(x− 1, y) (1)
Gy(x, y) = I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y − 1) (2)

Where Gx(x, y) and Gy(x, y) are the x and y components of
the gradient. The I(x,y) is the intensity value at the location x,
y.

The orientation φ(x, y) and magnitude m(x, y) were calcu-
lated as shown in Equations (3) and (4).

φ(x, y) = tan−1(
Gy(x, y)

Gx(x, y)
) (3)

m(x, y) =
√

Gx(x, y)2 +Gy(x, y)2 (4)

We further calculated the Gray Level spatial Dependencies
(GLSD) of the local patch to measure the inter-dependencies

Fig. 5. Sample frame from the drinking action illustrating the process of
computing the HOG (shape) and the GLSD (texture) descriptors from the
support region of an interest point.

among the pixels in the local patch. We then selected 4-
dimensional texture feature from the 13 features that can be
obtained from the Haralick [3] features of the local region
as texture descriptor. These features measure the Gray Level
Spatial Dependency (GLSD) which is the gray scale co-
occurrence among adjacent pixels. The advantage of Haralick
features is that it can be computed easily and have shown to be
very effective in representing images [22]. The extracted local
texture features were: intensity contrast measurement between
a pixel and its neighbor in the region (Eq. (5) ); correlation
measurement (Eq. (7)); intensity energy of the region (Eq.
(6)) and the homogeneity (Eq. (8)) of the local region. The
local texture feature was normalized to obtain a 4-dimensional
descriptor.

Contrast =
∑
Ij ,Ik

|Ij − Ik|2 p(Ij , Ik) (5)

Energy =
∑
Ij ,Ik

p(Ij , Ik)
2 (6)

Correlation =
∑
Ij ,Ik

(Ij − µIj )(Ik − µIk)p(Ij , Ik)

σIjσIk

(7)

Homogeneity =
∑
Ij ,Ik

p(Ij , Ik)

1 + |Ij − Ik|
(8)

Where Ij , Ik are the intensity values and p(Ij , Ik) is the
probability of co-occurrence of these two intensity values in
the image region. µI and σI are the mean and the standard
deviation of the intensity occurrence respectively.

2) Motion Descriptor: Motion descriptor was extracted
from optical flow [23] of two consecutive frames. Optical
flow is use to describe flow information and was computed
around the space-time interest points using the second moment
matrices based on a 5-bin Histogram of the Optical Flow
(HOF). The optical flow equation was derived from Equation
(9).

I(x, y, t) = I(x+∆x, y +∆y, t+∆t) (9)

Equations (9) - (11) were the Taylor series expansion of
Equation (9) followed by representation of the motion velocity
in the x-direction and y-direction by u and v respectively.

∂I

∂x

∆x

∆t
+

∂I

∂y

∆y

∆t
+

∂t

∂t

∆t

∆t
= 0 (10)

uIx + vIy + It = 0 (11)

Fig. 6. Illustration of the Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) from the local
regions of two consecutive frames. The number of Bins used is 5.

The motion descriptor was then normalized to a 90-
dimensional histogram vectors.

The experiments were carried out with different subsets of
the local descriptor in order to evaluate which of the local de-
scriptors has the highest positive effect on the percentage of the
accuracies. Based on the empirical experimental design, three
subsets were selected for evaluation. The descriptors that were
selected are: the motion descriptor alone (HOF), the shape and
motion descriptors (HOG + HOF) and the combination of all
the three descriptors (GLSD + HOG + HOF). The selected
descriptor group were then used to construct a dictionary for
the bag-of-feature representation.

D. Dictionary Construction and Quantization

The set of all interest points’ descriptors is used to represent
a given video with Bags-of-Features method [24]. The de-
scriptor vectors of each local volume was encoded to obtain a
compact representation in a vocabulary of ”geometric words”.
The process involves dictionary construction and quantization.
A dictionary D = {V1, V2, ..., Vk} of size k, is a set of
representative vectors in the descriptor space, derived through
unsupervised learning with k-means algorithm and Euclidean
distance as the clustering metric from the pool of local
descriptors. The value of k, which is the size of the dictionary
was obtained through experimental design. Figure 7 depicts the
codebook construction using the k-means clustering algorithm.

In the quantization step, given the dictionary D = {Vk}Kk=1,
each local descriptors is assigned to the nearest cluster and
then inherit a unique cluster membership representation label
that it has been assigned to based on the Euclidean distance
metric. Histogram was constructed from the quantized vector
for each video input in the dataset.

E. Action Classification

The normalized histogram of the k-dimensional feature
descriptor were used for model training and testing. In our
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Fig. 2. The proposed computational framework for human action recognition

and hence the classification of these action classes. The
segmentation task was done using ffmpeg [21]. Each video
clip is having a few seconds (ranging from 2-5 seconds) of
playtime. Some sample frames from the dataset reflecting the
human action classes are as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. A few example of representative frames from clips in each action
class of human actions: Walking, Drinking, Sitting, Smoking and Eating.
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therefore extracting features from them has never been a trivial
task. To detect the space-time characteristics from the video
dataset, our work makes use of the STIP [14] detector to
extract a set of interest points from the video data. Interest
points are located in a region that show a high variation of
image intensity in spatial and time dimension. We used Har-
ris3D corner detector as interest point detector. The Harris3D
Corner detector captured the most prominent salient points
of the video and it has low computationally complexity [14].

Figure 4 shows sample frames overlay with extracted STIP
features.

Fig. 4. Sample frames of some actions overlay with extracted spatial-temporal
features as interest points, indicating that the interest points are concentrated
at the regions which can distinguish the actions.

C. Descriptors Extraction

Once interest point has been detected, a description of each
captured interest points was obtained from a local volume of
dimension 3×3×2 centered at that point. First, the local shape
and texture were captured by extracting the spatial features
from the 3 × 3 region, and secondly the motion descriptors
from the motion field of the volume is captured by extracting
the local optical flow of two consecutive frames of the same
region. A descriptor constitutes a set of measurable properties
describing appearance (shape and texture) and motion proper-
ties.

1) Spatial Descriptor: While extracting the spatial descrip-
tor, a 4-bins Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) was ap-
plied to get the shape appearance. The obtained patch descrip-
tors were normalized into 72 dimensional HOG descriptor.
Equations (1) to (4)) were employed to calculate the gradient
of each patch followed by the computation of gradients’
orientation and magnitude. Figure 5 shows the illustration
of how the spatial (HOG) descriptors were computed and
extracted from the local region describing a particular interest
point.

Gx(x, y) = I(x+ 1, y)− I(x− 1, y) (1)
Gy(x, y) = I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y − 1) (2)

Where Gx(x, y) and Gy(x, y) are the x and y components of
the gradient. The I(x,y) is the intensity value at the location x,
y.

The orientation φ(x, y) and magnitude m(x, y) were calcu-
lated as shown in Equations (3) and (4).
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computing the HOG (shape) and the GLSD (texture) descriptors from the
support region of an interest point.

among the pixels in the local patch. We then selected 4-
dimensional texture feature from the 13 features that can be
obtained from the Haralick [3] features of the local region
as texture descriptor. These features measure the Gray Level
Spatial Dependency (GLSD) which is the gray scale co-
occurrence among adjacent pixels. The advantage of Haralick
features is that it can be computed easily and have shown to be
very effective in representing images [22]. The extracted local
texture features were: intensity contrast measurement between
a pixel and its neighbor in the region (Eq. (5) ); correlation
measurement (Eq. (7)); intensity energy of the region (Eq.
(6)) and the homogeneity (Eq. (8)) of the local region. The
local texture feature was normalized to obtain a 4-dimensional
descriptor.
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p(Ij , Ik)
2 (6)

Correlation =
∑
Ij ,Ik

(Ij − µIj )(Ik − µIk)p(Ij , Ik)

σIjσIk

(7)

Homogeneity =
∑
Ij ,Ik

p(Ij , Ik)

1 + |Ij − Ik|
(8)

Where Ij , Ik are the intensity values and p(Ij , Ik) is the
probability of co-occurrence of these two intensity values in
the image region. µI and σI are the mean and the standard
deviation of the intensity occurrence respectively.

2) Motion Descriptor: Motion descriptor was extracted
from optical flow [23] of two consecutive frames. Optical
flow is use to describe flow information and was computed
around the space-time interest points using the second moment
matrices based on a 5-bin Histogram of the Optical Flow
(HOF). The optical flow equation was derived from Equation
(9).

I(x, y, t) = I(x+∆x, y +∆y, t+∆t) (9)

Equations (9) - (11) were the Taylor series expansion of
Equation (9) followed by representation of the motion velocity
in the x-direction and y-direction by u and v respectively.

∂I

∂x

∆x

∆t
+

∂I

∂y

∆y

∆t
+

∂t

∂t

∆t

∆t
= 0 (10)

uIx + vIy + It = 0 (11)

Fig. 6. Illustration of the Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) from the local
regions of two consecutive frames. The number of Bins used is 5.

The motion descriptor was then normalized to a 90-
dimensional histogram vectors.

The experiments were carried out with different subsets of
the local descriptor in order to evaluate which of the local de-
scriptors has the highest positive effect on the percentage of the
accuracies. Based on the empirical experimental design, three
subsets were selected for evaluation. The descriptors that were
selected are: the motion descriptor alone (HOF), the shape and
motion descriptors (HOG + HOF) and the combination of all
the three descriptors (GLSD + HOG + HOF). The selected
descriptor group were then used to construct a dictionary for
the bag-of-feature representation.

D. Dictionary Construction and Quantization

The set of all interest points’ descriptors is used to represent
a given video with Bags-of-Features method [24]. The de-
scriptor vectors of each local volume was encoded to obtain a
compact representation in a vocabulary of ”geometric words”.
The process involves dictionary construction and quantization.
A dictionary D = {V1, V2, ..., Vk} of size k, is a set of
representative vectors in the descriptor space, derived through
unsupervised learning with k-means algorithm and Euclidean
distance as the clustering metric from the pool of local
descriptors. The value of k, which is the size of the dictionary
was obtained through experimental design. Figure 7 depicts the
codebook construction using the k-means clustering algorithm.

In the quantization step, given the dictionary D = {Vk}Kk=1,
each local descriptors is assigned to the nearest cluster and
then inherit a unique cluster membership representation label
that it has been assigned to based on the Euclidean distance
metric. Histogram was constructed from the quantized vector
for each video input in the dataset.

E. Action Classification

The normalized histogram of the k-dimensional feature
descriptor were used for model training and testing. In our
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Fig. 7. Codebook formation using the k-means algorithm to group similar
descriptors together in a cluster.

Fig. 8. This figure shows the quantization step that takes the video descriptors
and Codebook as input to produce the feature histogram for each video in the
dataset. The histogram feature is a compact representation of the video.

experiment, we adopted support vector machine (SVM) for
action classification. The selection of the SVM was as a result
of experimentation with several classifier models. The support
vector machine produced the best result.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, experimental results are discussed. Action
features are evaluated and compared with other similar de-
scriptors in the interest point representation categories. Fur-
thermore, The features and classifiers combination that give
an optimum result was used for further experiment.

Video inputs were collected from the school computer
laboratories in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) and
also from Youtube for our experiments. The number of training
dataset is 240 videos clips which is equally divided by four
action (’eating’, ’drinking’, ’smoking’ and ’walking’) classes.

A. Evaluation of our proposed technique

This study set out with the aim of assessing the importance
of texture feature as local descriptor in combination with the

most commonly used spatio-temporal descriptor.
To select the most appropriate features, as previously men-

tioned, this work focus on local STIPs representation while
exploring the discriminate power of several action descriptors
such as HOG for shape, HOF for motion descriptor, and
Gray Level Spatial Dependency (GLSD) for texture descriptors
with their combinations. Each descriptor was extracted from
the local volume as described in Section III. The detailed
comparison is presented in table I. The value of k, which is
the size of dictionary is 3000.

It has previously been shown from Laptev et al. [1] that
combination of HOG and HOF produce a better performance
in terms of accuracy of recognizing actions on benchmarking
dataset. Therefore, the basis of this section is to investigate
what has been reported and also hypothesizes that addition of
texture features improves the performance.

94 videos were used as test data. Figure 9 shows the sample
frame of video collected for test dataset.

Fig. 9. Sample testing dataset. These dataset were set aside from the training
to prevent the same video being used for the training and testing processes.

Table I compares action recognition performance on the
experimental data. As shown in table I, the proposed method
reported improved accuracy than the other two groups. The
result table on the average indicates that addition of tex-
ture to the existing spatio-temporal descriptor does improves
the recognition performance. However, repeated measures
of ANOVA showed that these results were not statistically
significant at α = 0.05. Therefore, more research on this
topic needs to be undertaken before the contribution of local
texture descriptor to the action recognition performance is
more clearly understood.

TABLE I
FEATURE COMPARISONS FOR MOTION, SHAPE, TEXTURE AND THEIR
COMBINATION. THE COMBINATION OF THREE FEATURES PRODUCE A

BETTER ACCURACY PERFORMANCE FOR EACH ACTION CLASS IN
PERCENTAGE(%).

HOF HOG+HOF GLSD + HOG + HOF
(proposed method)

Drinking 64.8 82.18 91.67
Eating 55.5 62.2 75.4

Smoking 55.3 76.45 77.5
Walking 67.4 79.4 99.1
Average 60.75 75.06 85.92

Some misclassified actions by the classification model dur-
ing testing are shown in Figure 10. While the first and the

second images are the false positive images, the last image
indicates the false negative action. The first two images were
originally grouped under the walking action class but because
in both images, two actions take place simultaneously, that
is drinking while walking. So the two images were classified
by the model under drinking action. In the last image of the
figure, the drinking action was missed. It is due to the fact
that all the drinking action examples in the training dataset
involves movement of the arms but in this example, there was
no movement of the arms so it was flagged negative.

Fig. 10. Representative frames of the video dataset that were misclassified.

V. CONCLUSION

Accurate classification of human action in video based on
good feature representation can play an important role for
intelligent video surveillance applications, video searching,
video indexing and even human computer interaction. This
can serve as the preliminary step for behavior detection
and recognition especially in application that further needs
behavior to be monitored. In this paper, we complemented the
popular spatio-temporal shape and motion information with
textural features which describes the spatial distribution of lo-
cal patterns. The bag-of-feature model was employed for video
representation prior to model training and testing. Returning
to the question posed at the beginning of this study, it is now
possible to state that texture feature is indeed a good attributes
for describing the local spatio-temporal interest point. In our
experiment, our proposed feature integration provides a better
performance than using those features individually. A repeated
measures of ANOVA showed that these results were not
statistically significant. Therefore, more research on this topic
needs to be undertaken before the contribution of local texture
descriptor to the action recognition performance is more
clearly understood. The study has gone some way towards
enhancing our understanding of local feature representation
for action recognition.

A limitation of this study is that the numbers of action
classes as well as the dataset size were relatively small. It
is therefore recommended that further research be undertaken
in the following areas: More actions to train the classifiers
in order to test the robustness of the proposed features, also
pattern of students’ behavior needs to be studied which will
eventually identifies the abnormal(forbidden) behaviors.
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Fig. 7. Codebook formation using the k-means algorithm to group similar
descriptors together in a cluster.

Fig. 8. This figure shows the quantization step that takes the video descriptors
and Codebook as input to produce the feature histogram for each video in the
dataset. The histogram feature is a compact representation of the video.

experiment, we adopted support vector machine (SVM) for
action classification. The selection of the SVM was as a result
of experimentation with several classifier models. The support
vector machine produced the best result.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, experimental results are discussed. Action
features are evaluated and compared with other similar de-
scriptors in the interest point representation categories. Fur-
thermore, The features and classifiers combination that give
an optimum result was used for further experiment.

Video inputs were collected from the school computer
laboratories in Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS (UTP) and
also from Youtube for our experiments. The number of training
dataset is 240 videos clips which is equally divided by four
action (’eating’, ’drinking’, ’smoking’ and ’walking’) classes.

A. Evaluation of our proposed technique

This study set out with the aim of assessing the importance
of texture feature as local descriptor in combination with the

most commonly used spatio-temporal descriptor.
To select the most appropriate features, as previously men-

tioned, this work focus on local STIPs representation while
exploring the discriminate power of several action descriptors
such as HOG for shape, HOF for motion descriptor, and
Gray Level Spatial Dependency (GLSD) for texture descriptors
with their combinations. Each descriptor was extracted from
the local volume as described in Section III. The detailed
comparison is presented in table I. The value of k, which is
the size of dictionary is 3000.

It has previously been shown from Laptev et al. [1] that
combination of HOG and HOF produce a better performance
in terms of accuracy of recognizing actions on benchmarking
dataset. Therefore, the basis of this section is to investigate
what has been reported and also hypothesizes that addition of
texture features improves the performance.

94 videos were used as test data. Figure 9 shows the sample
frame of video collected for test dataset.

Fig. 9. Sample testing dataset. These dataset were set aside from the training
to prevent the same video being used for the training and testing processes.

Table I compares action recognition performance on the
experimental data. As shown in table I, the proposed method
reported improved accuracy than the other two groups. The
result table on the average indicates that addition of tex-
ture to the existing spatio-temporal descriptor does improves
the recognition performance. However, repeated measures
of ANOVA showed that these results were not statistically
significant at α = 0.05. Therefore, more research on this
topic needs to be undertaken before the contribution of local
texture descriptor to the action recognition performance is
more clearly understood.

TABLE I
FEATURE COMPARISONS FOR MOTION, SHAPE, TEXTURE AND THEIR
COMBINATION. THE COMBINATION OF THREE FEATURES PRODUCE A

BETTER ACCURACY PERFORMANCE FOR EACH ACTION CLASS IN
PERCENTAGE(%).

HOF HOG+HOF GLSD + HOG + HOF
(proposed method)

Drinking 64.8 82.18 91.67
Eating 55.5 62.2 75.4

Smoking 55.3 76.45 77.5
Walking 67.4 79.4 99.1
Average 60.75 75.06 85.92

Some misclassified actions by the classification model dur-
ing testing are shown in Figure 10. While the first and the

second images are the false positive images, the last image
indicates the false negative action. The first two images were
originally grouped under the walking action class but because
in both images, two actions take place simultaneously, that
is drinking while walking. So the two images were classified
by the model under drinking action. In the last image of the
figure, the drinking action was missed. It is due to the fact
that all the drinking action examples in the training dataset
involves movement of the arms but in this example, there was
no movement of the arms so it was flagged negative.

Fig. 10. Representative frames of the video dataset that were misclassified.

V. CONCLUSION

Accurate classification of human action in video based on
good feature representation can play an important role for
intelligent video surveillance applications, video searching,
video indexing and even human computer interaction. This
can serve as the preliminary step for behavior detection
and recognition especially in application that further needs
behavior to be monitored. In this paper, we complemented the
popular spatio-temporal shape and motion information with
textural features which describes the spatial distribution of lo-
cal patterns. The bag-of-feature model was employed for video
representation prior to model training and testing. Returning
to the question posed at the beginning of this study, it is now
possible to state that texture feature is indeed a good attributes
for describing the local spatio-temporal interest point. In our
experiment, our proposed feature integration provides a better
performance than using those features individually. A repeated
measures of ANOVA showed that these results were not
statistically significant. Therefore, more research on this topic
needs to be undertaken before the contribution of local texture
descriptor to the action recognition performance is more
clearly understood. The study has gone some way towards
enhancing our understanding of local feature representation
for action recognition.

A limitation of this study is that the numbers of action
classes as well as the dataset size were relatively small. It
is therefore recommended that further research be undertaken
in the following areas: More actions to train the classifiers
in order to test the robustness of the proposed features, also
pattern of students’ behavior needs to be studied which will
eventually identifies the abnormal(forbidden) behaviors.
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